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This corrigendum is to report several clerical errors in Yang et al. (2016) entitled “Development of a Global Historic

Monthly Mean Precipitation Dataset.”

To remind the readers, “accumulated precipitation” was examined in the above published paper based on a new

global monthly precipitation dataset that the authors had developed and assessed; however, “mean precipitation” was

used in the original paper. It is a serious clerical error and would cause misunderstanding. Eight modifications are

hereby made as detailed in Table 1.

We sincerely apologize for our mistakes and hope this corrigendum does not reflect poorly on the paper’s overall

quality. It is important to note that the conclusions about long-term trend of precipitation and global precipitation

climatology still hold.

Acknowledgments. We thank Dr. Hui Jiang for bringing the errors to our attention.
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Table 1. Original text and corresponding modifications

No Page Column Paragraph Line Original Modified

Development of a Global Historic Development of a Global Historic
1 217 Center Title 1 Monthly Mean Precipitation Dataset Monthly Precipitation Dataset

monthly mean temperature, surface monthly mean temperature, surface
2 218 Right 4 8 pressure, and precipitation pressure, and monthly precipitation

Figure 1 presents the time series of monthly Figure 1 presents the time series of
3 220 Right 3 1 mean precipitation from GHCN monthly precipitation from GHCN

4 220 Left Last 2 The PTM test method The PMT test method

5 221 Right 3 5 where the annual mean precipitation before where the annual precipitation before

The linear changing trend of annual The linear changing trend of
6 227 Left Last 6 mean precipitation is annual precipitation is

(a–e) represent time series of annual (a–e) represent time series of
7 228 Center Fig. 7 3 mean precipitation annual precipitation

produce a complete global monthly mean produce a complete global monthly
8 228 Right 1 3 precipitation dataset for 1900–2014 precipitation dataset for 1900–2014
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